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1 Unpacking your parSYNC® 
 

Congratulations on the purchase of your parSYNC® - the next generation, mini portable emissions 
measurement system (miniPEMS)!  

Follow these easy instructions on unpacking your unit, and you will be up and running before you know 
it! 

*TIP - Before we get started, remember to carefully open the boxes and save them in case you need to 
send the equipment back or use them to ship to a testing location. 

Box 1:  Open the big box. This box contains your parSYNC® device along with all of its accessories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The first layer contains your field bag with warmer inside.  You will use this bag to transport and 
warm your parSYNC®. 
   

• For shipping purposes, we have packed the following inside of your bag: 
 

o Power strip w/power adapters and handle 
o Sample probe 
o In one of the interior side pockets, you will find the tablet charger, a bag of PM filters, 

and another bag of miscellaneous connectors. 
o Remove the first layer of foam protection, and you will see the tablet that has been 

mated with your parSYNC®. 
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• Remove the second layer of foam protection. 

 

• The final layer holds your parSYNC® with a few other accessories. 

 
o On this layer, you may find the parSYNC® power adapter/charger, extra tubing, and/or 

extra feet that can be attached to the bottom of the unit. 
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• Once you have removed the unit from the bottom of the box, place the other previous layers of 
foam back into the box for safe keeping. 

Box #2:  This smaller box contains the CUBE™ (Condensate Unit for Batch Emissions). 

*TIP - Again, be careful opening the box so that you can save the box and foam inserts. 

• The first layer of this box contains the power adapter/charger for your CUBE™. 

 

• Remove the first layer of foam protectant and you will find your CUBE™ below. 

 

• Now let’s get charging!  Be sure the parSYNC®, CUBE™, and tablet all have a full charge before 
starting your first test. 

o When you power up your tablet, *IF* a PIN or password has been set, they are: 
 PIN = 2020 
 Password = parSYNC (this is case sensitive) 
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2 Items needed in the field (not included) 
• Screwdriver  
• Wrench(s) (Adjustable) 
• Multimeter 
• Calibration Gases with regulators (flowrate ~ 2.0 lpm) 

 

 

 

  

1. NO2 (Nitrogen Dioxide) - 100 ppm 
2. Bar 97 HIGH Blend (Gas Mixture) 

NO (Nitrogen Oxide) – 3000 ppm 

CO (Carbon Monoxide) – 8%  

CO2 (Carbon Dioxide) – 12% 

C3H8 (Hydrocarbon) – 3100 ppm 

 

Routine measurement should be made of 
the parSYNC® sampling flowrate (with the 
standard lengths of hoses when the system 
was purchased) and any significant decrease in 
flowrate is an indication that the sampling 
pump requires replacement (flowrate will 
increase with no hose attached). 
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3 Software 
 

3.1 Location and Startup 
By default, the parSYNC® software base folder is set to C:\parSYNC. Within this folder, are the sub-
folders for the:  

configuration files, C:\parSYNC\Config 
software licenses, C:\parSYNC\License 
software executable, C:\parSYNC\Software 
recorded test data, C:\parSYNC\TestData  
user guides, C:\parSYNC\UserGuide 

 
The base folder path can be as per user choice; however, the sub-folder names are fixed. Thus, for 
example, if the base folder is set to D:\level1\level2\foldername, the configuration files sub-folder path 
will be D:\level1\level2\foldername\Config. The base folder on your hard drive must be same as the 
base folder in the parSYNC software Config > Test Setup tab. 
 

 
Start-up Application 
The parSYNC® unit must be turned ON and running before starting up the operational software. Push the 
Main power button on the unit and verify that the blue LED surrounding the power button is lit and that 
the sampling pump is running (audible noise). 
 
On the laptop controller, click the shortcut link on the Taskbar or Desktop that points to the parSYNC® 
application executable file. The executable file in the “Software” is typically named parSYNC_**.exe where 
the ** is a placeholder for software version number and date. For example, the executable could be 
named parSYNC_190903a.exe 
 

3.2 Overview 
Upon software start-up you will see a series of tabs which contain both input data for the system and 
displays for the data output from the parSYNC® sensors and software processing. 
 
The Tabs 

1. Config (Data File and Hardware Configuration Settings) 
a. Test Setup 
b. Calibration Settings 
c. Admin 

2. Zero (Reset sensors to reference base) 
3. Gases (Gaseous Pollutants Concentration) 
4. PM Conc (Particle Mass Concentration) 
5. PN (Particle Number) 
6. PM Sig (Particle Matter – individual sensor signals) 

We advise keeping the base folder as default unless there’s a good reason to move it. Also, make 
sure all users of the computer have full access to the base folder. 
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7. Temperature (PM Cartridge Temperature) 
8. PSN (Particulate Synchronization Number) 
9. Raw (Raw Voltage Signals from All Sensors) 

 
The tabs will be described as they come up when you set-up parSYNC®, operate your equipment, and 
analyze your data afterwards. 
 
TIP: For any button or control in the User Interface (UI), right-click and click “Description and Tip…” for 
notes on usage and/or functionality. 
 

 
 

 
When you start the software, it will default to the Config tab, as shown below. Also, at startup, the 
software will look for the default configuration file named config_default.ini in the basepath\Config sub-
folder. If it does not locate a suitable file, the message window will inform the user that a config file 
needs to be loaded. This can be done using the “Config Load” button in the Config tab. 
 

 
 
 

Key elements of the parSYNC® graphical user interface (GUI). The left bar contains these elements 
(top to bottom): 

1. Buttons to control recording of test data AFTER initial connection has been established 
between the parSYNC®® software and parSYNC® miniPEMS. These buttons are labeled 
Start, Pause, and Clear Charts. 

2. Message window that informs the user about a required action or current state of the 
software 

3. Bag number control 
 
To the right, are the tabs for making initial connection, zeroing the parSYNC® miniPEMS, and 
visualizing the test data in real-time. In general, these tabs are arranged left to right based on 
typical workflow. For example, the leftmost tab is “Config” because configuration and connection 
are the first things the user must do before anything else can be done with the software. The next 
tab is “Zero” because right after a connection is established, it is expected that the parSYNC®® 
needs to be zeroed. 

The configuration file (extension .ini) contains the last known state of the software, including any 
user set values such as base folder path and sensor zeroing and span calibration settings. 

The GUI buttons are state aware. That means, if a button is not valid or should not be clicked, it will 
be grey and disabled. For example, when you load the software, the Start and Pause buttons are 
disabled because they cannot function until a connection has been established. On the other hand, 
the Config Load button and Connect button are enabled. 
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3.3 Config and Connect 
 

3.3.1 Overview 
 

 
If a suitable default config file is found the message window will instruct the user to proceed with 
establishing a connection between the software and the hardware.  
 
Note that when a config file is loaded, many of the GUI controls will be populated by the values stored in 
the config file. For example, the date and time the config file is created is displayed (above the “Config 
Load” button).  
 
To proceed, the connection procedure requires the user to hit the “Connect” button on the Config tab. 
During connection attempt, the message window will display “Connecting. Please wait.” If the 
connection is successful, the message window will show “Connection successful. Please Zero.” Or it will 
say “Could not connect!” followed by a likely explanation of what caused the failure to connect and how 
to remedy it. If the connection is successful, the “Connect” button will turn to grey and disabled state to 
prevent the user from making a duplicate connection. Similarly, the “Config Load” button also gets 
disabled, however the “Start” button is enabled. 
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3.3.2 Config Save Button  
Use this button to save a new config file. User can create as many config files as required and they can 
be located anywhere and have any name. The default config file, which the software looks for at startup, 
is always in the basefolder\Config location and has the name “config_default.ini”. The boolean button 
above the “Config Save” button can toggle between YES and NO, where yes means that when the user 
saves a new config file (any name, any location), the software will create two new files: (1) it overwrites 
the default config file with the new settings, plus (2) it creates a new file with the user’s selected name 
and description. If the user chooses to not change the default config file, change the boolean button to 
“NO” and it only saves the one newly created file.  [Note: Another way to change the default config 
outside of the program is to simply copy-paste an existing config file to the location of the default config 
file and rename the newly copied file as “config_default.ini”]. 
 

 
 

A new test data file is created each time a new connection is established. The file is named 
“YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS_parSYNC-GasMOD_Data.csv” where YYYYMMDD is the year, month, and 
date and HHMMSS is the hour, minute, and second when the Connect button was clicked by the 
user. Thus, each test data file has a timestamp in its file name and no two files should have the 
same file name. The test data file is stored in the basefolder\TestData location. 
 
Currently, parSYNC® records data at 1 hz. The actual data recording does not start until you zero 
the system or hit the “Start” button. 

*User can create custom description of config 
file for better identification 
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3.3.3 Calibration Settings 
The other sub-tabs under the Config tab are labeled “Calibration Settings” and “Admin”. The calibration 
settings include the user defined span and zero concentration values for the calibration gases and the 
span and zero voltage response from the sensors (values that are saved to/from the Config file). The 
gaseous sensors (NO2, NO, CO2, and CO if that is available) have both span and zero concentration and 
voltage settings. The particulate matter (PM) sensors – scattering, ionization, and opacity – have only 
the span and zero voltage setting while the span and zero concentration settings should remain “NaN” 
(Not a Number). 
 
The span and zero concentration values for NO2 and NO are in parts per million (ppm), while those for 
CO2 and CO are in percent (%). The user will manually enter the span and zero concentration values for 
the gases when doing a span calibration. The span concentration value is obtained from the calibration 
gas bottle while the zero concentration values are, typically, 0 ppm or 0% (user may input a different 
zero level for any of the gasses if desired (e.g. 0.45% CO2). The software automatically fills in the 
measured zero voltages from all parSYNC® sensors when the system is zeroed prior to a test run (using 
the controls in the Zero tab). The span voltages for the test calibration gases are obtained by using the 
equipment to test the calibration gases and referencing the span voltage values displayed in the “RAW” 
tab. The user manually obtains the span voltages and enters them in the appropriate boxes in the 
“Calibration Settings” tab. 
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3.3.4 Admin 
The Admin sub-tab under the Config tab is not meant for the user and is only for use by the developers 
of the parSYNC® system. This tab is useful when someone from 3DATX needs to troubleshoot a data 
acquisition issue for a remote user. 

 

 
 
 

3.4 How to Zero 
 
After a connection is established, the typical requirement is to zero the parSYNC® hardware. The zeroing 
process calibrates the sensors and sets them to clean air (also called zero air). Ideally, the user would 
calibrate with a true zero air cylinder. However, for typical test requirements, sampling with clean 
ambient air, either as is or passed through a HEPA filter, is sufficient for zeroing purposes. 
 
Be careful not to sample dirty ambient air or tail pipe air during the zeroing process because this will 
lead to a bad zero calibration and all measurements, until a good zero calibration is conducted, will be 
biased low. For example, if the sample gas has 20 ppm NO during zeroing but the zeroing concentration 
is set to 0 ppm NO, then all future measurements with 20 ppm NO will be recorded as 0 ppm NO (and 30 
ppm NO will be recorded as 10 ppm NO, and so on). 

• Connect the parSYNC® sampling line to clean ambient air or a zero-calibration gas 
• Set the “Zero Time Max” to a suitable number of seconds. The default is 30 seconds  
• Start sampling by clicking on the “Zero Start” button 

Do NOT make any changes to the values and settings in the Admin tab 
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The sampling will auto stop when the system has run up to the number of seconds set in step 2. When 
the sampling is stopped, automatically or by user, the average voltage values for gases and PM sensors 
are copied to the Zeroing Voltage cell in the “Calibration Settings” tab under the “Config” tab. Note that 
values for all sensors are copied and thus, the zero air must be zero for all measured pollutants. 
 

 
Zeroing state values are recorded at 1 hz in the test data file with the bag number column marked with 
“Zeroing”.  
 

 
 
 
After the system has been zeroed, you can proceed with recording test data. Remember to connect the 
sampling line to the tail pipe or location of exhaust flow sampling point! 
 

Please note – sudden significant change in values or when opacity zero value drops below 5 VDC 
are indicative of cartridge reaching end of service life. 
 

Zero air data recording (when warming up the parSYNC) should be reviewed regularly.  

If the system was used to measure non-zero or polluted air before zeroing is attempted, it is 
advised that the system be purged with zero air before conducting the zeroing steps outlined 
above. The purge can be done by running clean air through the system for 10 seconds BEFORE you 
hit “Zero Start”.  
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Please note – appearance of spurious noise on the data values is also indicative of cartridges 
reaching end of service life. 

3.5 How to Start Recording 
To start recording, click the “Start” button in the left panel. This will start sampling of gases and PM and 
the values are displayed in real-time on the charts in the tabs to the right side of the Zero tab. 
 

 
  

Use the “Bag” number control in the left panel to mark events in your test. Bag numbers go from 
zero to higher integer values. Currently, the control allows the user to go back to a lower integer 
but it’s best to avoid doing that. You can change the bag number at any time when the system is 
recording and the seconds of data that point onwards will be marked with the current bag number. 
This helps to easily distinguish events such as a route, or part of a route, or a vehicle state such as 
idling or high acceleration. Bag numbers are most useful if you also have notes about what each 
bag number represented during the test. 
 
TIP: You can place your mouse cursor in the bag number field and then use the UP arrow key on 
your keyboard to increase the bag number. 
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3.6 Gases Tab 
The Gases tab displays real-time 1 hz data for NO2 (ppm), NO (ppm), CO2 (%), and CO (%). The CO 
channel is a new addition, and if your model of parSYNC® does not have the CO sensor then the CO 
chart will remain blank. 
 

 
 

3.7 PM Conc and PN 
The PM Conc tab displays the PM values in micrograms/cu.meter (µg/m3) while the PN tab displays the 
particle number (PN) in number/cu.centimeter (#/cm3). Both, PM Conc and PN, tabs also have 
coefficients established for the quadratic fit used to estimate the number and mass concentrations. Do 
NOT change the coefficients unless you have a robust empirical process for determining them and 
consult with the 3DATX engineering team. 
 
The weighted contribution of each sensor to the composite particulate number and mass is displayed on 
the lower right side of each attributed tab. The contributive weights of each sensor were determined by 
convolution of sensor size responsivity with empirical measurements of sensor sensitivity response to 
specific sample particle distribution profiles. The combination of the quadratic fit and sensor weightings 
work to the provide a transfer matrix with outcome of calculated particulate concentration data.  
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3.8 PM (Sig) 
The PM (Sig) tab shows the absolute (or modulus) voltage signal from the particulate sensors after 
correction for the sensor voltage during zeroing. Typically, the user would not need to pay attention to 
this tab, but it does provide a window into the response of the scattering, ionization and opacity sensor 
channels. It is mostly for troubleshooting issues with particulate sensor response and calibration. 
However, in some situations, such as when measured engine technology or fuel is significantly different 
from typical and the conversion to concentration or number units are not likely to be very robust, the 
unprocessed signal could provide some insight to the nature of the measured particles. 
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3.9 Temperature 
The internal temperature (in degree Celsius) of the parSYNC® miniPEMS hardware is displayed on the 
Temperature tab. Note that this is not the temperature of any specific gas flow path, but rather the 
temperature of the inside of the PM cartridge inside of the parSYNC®. The temperature trends are 
useful in diagnosing the thermal stability of the system and use in recalibration of individual sensors that 
are affected by temperature variations. 
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3.10 PSN 
The PSN tab displays the particle synchronization number (PSN), which is a simplified metric that can be 
used for pass/fail type testing. The PSN metric was initially developed to apply pass/fail criteria to issues 
with diesel particulate filter (DPF) technology, where a hairline crack in the DPF would not be noticed by 
a typical opacity sensor but would be readily seen by the parSYNC® due to its three particulate 
measurement technologies. 
 

 
 

3.11 RAW 
The RAW tab shows the raw voltage from each of the gaseous and particulate sensors. This is 
completely unprocessed signal and does not include any zeroing corrections. The RAW tab is also used in 
the span calibration of the gaseous sensors. We do not expect the user to be doing the span calibration 
for the particulates, though that is feasible if the user wants to. 
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4 Span Calibration Procedure 
1. After following calibration gas bottle and equipment setup to proper working temperature, 

complete the zeroing process and start sampling the calibration gas using the parSYNC® 
miniPEMS (minimum of approximately 10 seconds of steady state span gas measurement). 

2. Observe the signal for the span gas in the chart on the GASES or RAW tab. For example, if your 
span calibration gas has NO and CO2, then you are only paying attention to the signal for the NO 
and CO2 channels. Once you have a “10 second” stable signal, turn off the gas supply and tap the 
“Pause” button to stop further sampling. 

3. On RAW tab> Use the vertical zoom button to select the record area of the chart where you 
have the stable signal for your test gases. This function is located in the middle function of the 
control palette, as shown below (also see Appendix for full description of chart design 
elements). To zoom out to normal view use the lower right function of the control palette. 

 
     
 
 
 
 
 

4. After zooming in to the appropriate measurement area, hit the “Get Avg” button to populate 
the average values from the selected area in the numeric cells on the right-side of the chart. 

5. Note the voltage values for the gas or gases that were span tested. In this example, that would 
be NO and CO2. 

6. This process should be repeated for each appropriate calibration gas bottle that you require. Be 
sure to hit the “Get Avg” button each time a new record area is selected. 

7. Input these measured voltage values in the “Span Voltage” cells of the “Config > Calibration 
Settings” sub-tab. Also input the calibration gas concentrations (marked on the test bottle) into 
the “Span Calibration” cells. 
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5 Test Checklist - parSYNC® and CUBE™ 
5.1 Day before test  
• Charge batteries in parSYNC® & CUBE™ overnight (5 - 6 hrs. or overnight)  
• Plug both chargers into both heater and pump battery connections  
• Charge tablet  

5.2 Test Day  
• Place parSYNC® in warming field bag pack and turn on the warming pad  
• Set temperature using + button to max temp (77oC), and allow it to pre-condition the unit for 45 min 
• Keep the tablet on shore power until the start of test  
• Turn on the parSYNC® internal heater power (POWER button is on the temperature controller 

of parSYNC®); This is the “Driver” temperature, should initially be set to 10 degrees C above ambient 
temperature of testing facility    

• Target for internal sensor temperature is 32 degC – 38 degC, dependent on ambient temperature.  
• Turn on parSYNC® pump and analyzer using Silver ON/OFF Button, run system for 15 min  
• On 3DATX computer tablet, run parSYNC® (executable software) shortcut from desktop  
• Press “Connect” to link to parSYNC® and open a data file 
• This will load the current configuration and the last used calibration, and directs you to the Zero Tab  
5.2.1 Zero Sensors  
• Ensure the inlet is sampling ambient air (see Section 4.2.1) 
• Press Zero Start, then allow to complete (~30 seconds) measurement of ambient conditions, ensure 

the internal temperature reported on the Temperature tab in the parSYNC software on the tablet 
(and not the one on the hardware LCD panel) is stable and operating within 32 degC – 
38 degC, dependent on ambient temperature. 

o Zeroing, Calibration and Data acquisition should be made with the set temperature lowered 
by 2 degrees so as to keep the heating plate passive during acquisition to avoid sudden shifts 
in temperature. 

5.2.2 If Calibration is needed, proceed below, (IF NOT, skip this section)  
o During calibration, the hose lengths used should be approximately the same as those used 

during acquisition 
• Connect the inlet hose to a “tee barb” hose fitting (to ambient air) and sample audit gas from an 

appropriate port, flow rate approximately 2.0 liters/min. (Example: Bar 97 HIGH gas with NO and a 
separate NO2 specialty gas) 

o When connecting reference gases to the parSYNC during calibration, over- or under- pressure 
applied through the input hose to the parSYNC must not exceed ±150 mbar in the 
measurement cartridges. This is because the membrane in our electrochemical sensors, 
particularly the NO sensor, can be damaged by excessive pressure differential, requiring 
replacement of at least the GasMod cartridge. Excessive over- or under- pressure is avoided 
by connecting a "tee barb" hose fitting between the regulator outlet from the sample audit 
gases and the parSYNC inlet hose. Setting the audit gas flowrate to ~ 2.1 liters/min might 
exceed the parSYNC sampling flowrate and a small amount of audit gas will leak through the 
"tee barb" hose fitting, preventing damage to the cartridges. Note that the correct flowrate 
can be determined by gradually increasing flowrate until audit gas is detected flowing from 
the "tee barb" hose fitting. 
Routine measurement should be made of the parSYNC sampling flowrate (with the standard 
lengths of hoses used during acquisition or calibration because flowrate will increase with no 

 Only use 3DATX supplied 
chargers when charging the 
system. 
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hose attached) and any significant decrease in flowrate is an indication that the sampling 
pump requires replacement 

• Press parSYNC® program START, then proceed to the “Gases” tab  
• Allow system to sample ambient air for 30 seconds then draw span gas for at least 30 seconds or 

until the value remains constant (NO2 may require a longer period than the other gases) for a 10 to 
20 second average  

• Press “Pause”  
• As necessary, review data files and update sensor configuration voltages  
• Review data stream, and note concentration values, if concentration values are the same as the 

audit gas, no calibration update is needed.  
• If calibration reset is required, press “Raw” tab and locate measured portion of audit gas on the strip 

chart. Select a 10 to 20 second portion of stable readings. Zoom to this section and perform the “Get 
Average” function. This will show the average voltage reading pertaining to the audit gas.  

• Record the peak average sensor values below:  
Span Concentration Avg. Span Voltage 

 
NO2_________________=____________________  
NO__________________=____________________  
CO2_________________ =____________________  
CO__________________=____________________  

  
• Press “Calibration” subtab on the “Config” tab to input the new span values and span concentration 

values  
• Press “Test Setup” subtab on the “Config” tab, and “Config Save” to save the new calibration.   
• Close file by hitting the “stop”. Close the software.  

5.3 Data Collection/System Setup  
• Install parSYNC®, CUBE™, and condensate trap in the vehicle; route sample and exhaust lines. Avoid 

significant low spots in sample line between window and the condensate trap that could collect 
condensation (Be sure to check condensate trap during test stop for water accumulation)  

• Move vehicle to dynamometer or outside test start location  
• You may wish to start a new file for data collection, but note that each file has a column for time, 

and can be separated during post processing.  
• Do one zero procedure before each test, sampling through the exhaust sample line  
• When ready to begin, press START on screen  
• Follow engine/test start procedures and conduct cycle  

5.4 End Test Cycle  
• After cycle is complete, turn off the engine then press pause to stop data collection  
• Check and record a zero set and span gas set  
• Increment bag number to indicate final zero and span test versus the drive test in the data file then 

START sampling  
• Allow the system to sample ambient air for 30 seconds then flow span gas for 30 seconds  
• To stop the data logging, press the STOP in the “Config” tab. A forced stop can also be done by 

clicking the small red button in the upper left of the window. 
• Record ambient conditions, either from the lab or from weather site source  

o Temperature: _______________  
Pressure:         _______________   
Humidity:        _______________   

• Close program with the X in the upper right  
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• Disconnect sample lines and drain water traps. Leave system pump on to purge approximately 30 
minutes. Remove condensate from traps and store at room temperature after sealing unit for next 
use.  

• Turn off parSYNC® & CUBE™ with on/off buttons: Turn off heater on grey temperature panel, turn 
off pump and sensor electronic using silver ON/OFF button  

• Plug both chargers into both heater and pump battery connections. Charge batteries in parSYNC® & 
CUBE™ overnight (5-6 hrs. or overnight).  Indicator lights show charging with red and full charge 
with green.  

• Charge tablet  

5.5 Post Processing  
• Data is written as a *.csv file. Follow the shortcut to parSYNC Data directory, C:\parSYNC\testdata\  

 
 

6 Setup Flow Chart 
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7 Appendix 
 

7.1 Software - Chart Design Elements 
This section covers the common design elements in parSYNC® user-interface charts. 
 

 
 

7.1.1 Y-axis and X-axis 
Place your mouse on either the Y-axis (vertical axis) or the X-Axis (horizontal axis) and right-click to see 
options to change marker space and turn autoscale ON/OFF. The autoscale function is particularly useful 
for the Y-axis. In this example, the NO2 (ppm) scale is set to 0-100 ppm. If autoscale is OFF, the scale 
stays fixed, so if your signal is 2 ppm, it might not be easily visible, or if it jumps to 150 ppm, it is too high 
to be displayed. If autoscale is ON, the Y-axis will change dynamically so that it is zoomed in tightly on 
the range of displayed values. So, if your NO2 was between 2 and 45 ppm, the Y-axis might become 0-50 
ppm automatically. If the next value is 62 ppm, the Y-axis might change to 0-65 ppm. There are times 
when you want to turn OFF the autoscale, for example when measuring ambient or a signal that is going 
to vary a bit, but is overall tightly bound. For example, if the measurement is within 2-6 ppm, it is best to 
set the scale to 0-10 ppm and turn OFF autoscale so the graph appears more “stable”. If the graph’s Y-
axis is scaling rapidly, turn OFF the autoscale feature. All of this is also true for the X-axis, but since that’s 
always time, there aren’t any rapid scaling issues. 
 

X-Axis 

Y-Axis 

Legend 

Control Palette 

Scroll Bar 

Chart Area 
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TIP: You can change the minimum and maximum on the Y-axis and X-axis by directly typing the new 
values. For example, if you want to NO2 (ppm) Y-axis to be 0-200 ppm, simply place the cursor 
where it says 100, and change that to 200. Or, if you want the X-axis to display 1000 records, 
change the 300 to 1000. Be careful not to reverse the direction – if you change the 0 on the X-axis 
to 500, it will now display from 500 to 300 (newer data on the left). 
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7.1.2 Chart Area 
Right-click anywhere inside the charts (but away from the axis) to see the menu options for copying the 
data, clearing the chart, or exporting it to the clipboard, as an Excel file, or a bitmap image. You can use 
any of these features during a test while measurement is active or when it is paused. Clearing the chart 
only affects what is displayed in the chart; the data has already been recorded to the data file. 

 
 
 

7.1.3 Legend 
The chart legend has numerous features that let you control the type of the plot (bar, line, line with 
markers) and features associated with each type, including colors, line style and width, and marker style.  
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7.1.4 Control Palette 
The control palette allows you to: select and move the cursor on the chart (only if the chart has a 
cursor), zoom in/out of the data displayed on the chart, and pan the chart display. The zoom functions 
are particularly useful. There are six functions as shown in the image below and going from left to right 
and top to bottom they are: (1) zoom in to an area, (2) zoom along the X-axis, (3) zoom along the Y-axis, 
(4) rescale chart X- and Y-axis to fit all data, (5) dynamic zoom-out, and (6) dynamic zoom-in. The most 
commonly used functions are 2,3, and 4. 
 

 
 
 

7.1.5 Scroll Bar 
The scroll bar below the chart allows you to scroll through the history of the chart. In the image below, 
the chart display is set to show 20 data points. That could be records 0-19 or 101-120. If you want to see 
previous records, use the scroll bar. Remember, if you want to see more records, just change the right-
side number to whatever it needs to be for the desired width. For example, if the left and right-side 
numbers are 101-120, but you want to see 50 records going forward (and not 20), change the left side 
number from 101 to 71. The chart will now show 71-120 records and maintain that window width as 
new data comes in. 
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7.2 Test Data File Format 
The parSYNC® software creates a comma-separated values (CSV) file at the time a connection is 
established between the software and the hardware. The software appends a row of data for each 
second of measurement while it is in “Start” or “Zero” modes of operation. The data is added to the file 
real-time, so if the test is interrupted or the connection is broken, the data up to that point is already 
saved to the file. In any other state, such as “Pause” mode, data is not appended to the file. 
 
The test data file contains the following parameters: 
 

Column 
Name Description 

Timestamp Number of seconds elapsed since 12:00:00 AM 
Date Date, MM/DD/YYYY 
Time Time, HH:MM:SS AM/PM 
Bag# Bag number from the Bag control in the GUI 
Scattering 
(V) Voltage output from the scattering sensor after correction for zeroing, volts 

Ionization 
(V) 

Voltage output from the ionization sensor after correction for zeroing and a sign change, 
volts 

Opacity (V) Voltage output from the opacity sensor after correction for zeroing and a sign change, 
volts 

 PM (µg/m3) Particulate matter mass concentration, µg/m3 
 PN (#/cm3) Particle number concentration, number/cm3 
Cb Baseline correction for the PSN equation 
Cs Coefficient for the scattering sensor part of the PSN equation 
Ci Coefficient for the ionization sensor part of the PSN equation 
Co Coefficient for the opacity sensor part of the PSN equation 

PSN Particle Synchronization Number, a simplified metric useful for pass/fail testing based on 
the level of particle emissions 

PSN_limit User defined PSN limit used to evaluate the pass/fail status 
Pass/Fail Pass or Fail status for a given second based on PSN vs PSN_limit values 
NO2 (V) Voltage output from the NO2 sensor after correction for zeroing, volts 
NO2 (ppm) NO2 concentration, ppm 
NO (V) Voltage output from the NO sensor after correction for zeroing, volts 
NO (ppm) NO concentration, ppm 
CO2 (V) Voltage output from the CO2 sensor after correction for zeroing, volts 
CO2 (%) CO2 concentration, % 
CO (V) Voltage output from the CO sensor after correction for zeroing, volts 
CO (%) CO concentration, % 
Temperature 
(deg C) Temperature inside the parSYNC® miniPEMS enclosure, in degree Celsius 

ErrorCode Code for data acquisition error. Zero means no error. 
Scattering 
(Vraw) Voltage output from the scattering sensor without any correction, volts 

Ionization 
(Vraw) Voltage output from the ionization sensor without any correction, volts 
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Column 
Name Description 

Opacity 
(Vraw) Voltage output from the opacity sensor without any correction, volts 

NO2 (Vraw) Voltage output from the NO2 sensor without any correction, volts 
NO (Vraw) Voltage output from the NO sensor without any correction, volts 
CO2 (Vraw) Voltage output from the CO2 sensor without any correction, volts 
CO (Vraw) Voltage output from the CO sensor without any correction, volts 
Temperature 
(Vraw) Voltage output from the temperature sensor without any correction, volts 
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7.3 Hardware Overview and Technical Specifications 
7.3.1 Overview 
3DATX Corporation develops and manufactures next generation emissions measurement technologies for 
the transportation and power generation markets.  We manufacture a range of accurate, low-cost, and 
ultra-lightweight portable emissions measurement systems (PEMS) that make field testing, industry and 
academic research, and compliance screening practical on a mass scale. 

The 3DATX parSYNC® iPEMS (integrated Portable Emissions Measurement System) and CA/GE™ 
(particulate calibrator & generator) equipment series provide an extensive utility and range of 
applications in the developing requirements of Real Driving Emissions (RDE). 

The lightweight (4kg) parSYNC® utilizes multiple miniaturized sensors, packaged in patented, replaceable 
cartridges, designed to obtain real-time particulate matter and particulate number (PM/PN) performance 
data from both diesel and gasoline engines. 

The advanced parSYNC® PLUS RDE unit, in addition to particulate measurement, also incorporates a 
removable GasMOD™ Sensor Cartridge for NO, NO2, CO, CO2, etc. 

Most importantly, parSYNC® comes with a user-friendly software suite.  The Graphic User Interface (GUI) 
has been designed to be intuitive – significantly reducing field training time. Post-processing data software 
helps to eliminate many of the bottlenecks associated with teasing out meaningful data from the 
numbers.   

7.3.2 Next Generation: iPEMS 
3DATX has developed the iPEMS self-contained solution platform.  Ii{Eless than 5kg – including power 
supply, and having the ability – at a minimum – to measure Particulates, NO, NO2 and CO2, with other 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) and Criteria Pollutants as option-able.  Our instrumentation is designed to be 
referenced against a traditional 1065 PEMS as well as traditional laboratory protocols. It provides a single 
technician or operator with the ability to hand-carry a device through airport security and into the field, 
to deploy and test within an hour of arrival to the test site, and to pack up and travel home within an hour 
of finishing the last test.  A significant advantage of the 3DATX iPEMS design is the Modular Sensor 
Cartridge design. 

7.3.3 Modular Sensor Cartridge Advantage: Particulates and Gases 
The 3DATX parSYNC®  PLUS unit builds upon our core platform by incorporating both the Particulates 
(PM/PN) Sensor Cartridge offered in the parSYNC®  and replaceable gaseous module (GasMOD™) 
cartridge combinations (e.g. NO/NO2/CO2, NOx/CO2/CO, etc.) to obtain gaseous data from all types of 
internal combustion engines.  The small, easily replaceable Cartridges allow for field units to remain field 
deployed for continuous testing, re-calibration, and virtually limitless emissions data acquisition.   

• Particulate Measurements - (PM/PN Cartridge) 

The parSYNC® measures undiluted emissions using the response of three dissimilar particulate sensors.  
The sensors are sensitive to different histogram particle size fractions: 

Sensor Greatest Sensitivity 
Ionization Ultra-fine/Fine particulates, typically 0.01 to 1 micron 
Opacity Overall particulates, typically 0.1 to 10+ microns, peak@0.8microns 
Scattering Coarse particulates, typically 0.3 to 10+ microns, peak@3.5microns 
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Note that although their particulate size sensitivities overlap, their optimal particle size and 
concentration responsiveness is different between sensors.  Thus, particle mass concentration and 
number can be extrapolated based on the evaluation of sensor modality and empirical references. 
 

Multi-plex post-processing maps matched up with engine failure response modes may also enable 
prediction for engine trouble diagnostic/failed DPF applications. 

• Gaseous Concentration Measurement Sensors (GasMOD™ Cartridge) 

Nitric Oxide (NO) - 3-electrode electro-chemical 

• Linear Measurement Range:  0-5,000 ppm NO 
• Filter:  Remove effect of SO2 in gas stream 
• Sensitivity:  0.05 ± 0.01 μA/ppm 
• Response Time:  <5 Seconds T90 
• Baseline Offset (clean air):  0 to +12 ppm equivalent 
• Zero Shift (0°C to 40°C):  <30 ppm 
• Operating Range: -20°C to 50°C 
• Resolution:  1-2 ppm 
• Repeatability:  2% of signal 

 

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) - 3-electrode electro-chemical 

• Linear Measurement Range:  0-300 ppm NO2 
• Response Time:  <15 Seconds T90 
• Resolution:  0.1 ppm 
• Zero Shift:  <0.2 ppm equivalent  
• Operating Range: -20°C to 50°C 
• Repeatability:  2% of signal 
• Linearity:  Linear 

 

Non-dispersive Infrared Spectrometer (NDIR) – CO2, CO 

Solid-state detector 

Response Time: <3 Seconds 
Operating Range: 0°C to 50°C 
 

NDIR Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 

Measurement Range: 0-20% 
Accuracy: ±0.3% absolute or ±3% relative 
Repeatability: ±0.1% absolute or ±2% relative 
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NDIR Carbon Monoxide (CO) 

Measurement Range: 0-15% 
Accuracy: ±0.02% absolute or ±3% relative 
Repeatability: ±0.02% absolute or ±2% relative 

 

7.3.4 C.U.B.E. – (Condensate Unit for Batch Emissions) Chiller/Water Trap (Sample Conditioner) 
 

This sample conditioner/Water Trap weighs 1.5kg. The water trap collects condensation that forms within 
the tailpipe sample line and utilizes the Peltier “thermoelectric cooling” effect to create an additional 
condensation event to remove an additional amount of water 
vapor prior to entering the parSYNC® (where the sample exhaust 
is re-heated).  The chiller method utilizes a significantly lower 
amount of energy compared to traditional heated sample lines 
(which attempt to keep all water in a gaseous form). 
 
The unit ensures that water condensation does not occur within 
the sensor’s optics for the best instrument functionality. 
Furthermore, ongoing tests have demonstrated that the 
degradation of removed particulate is an insignificant amount that 
can be accounted for in final data output via software.   
 

 

7.4 Technical Memorandum 
The parSYNC® directly samples 2.5Liters/min from the engine exhaust, there is no dilution and thereby no 
extrapolation of sensor values to full concentration.  Thus, the small lightweight device can be comparably 
responsive and accurate to a large PEMS device. 
 
Moreover, the physics and chemistry are fundamentally identical to larger instrumentation.  All the 
sensors behave in roughly the same fashion, regardless of size, shape, orientation, and composition (as 
large platforms). The only effective differences are relative accuracy, required volume, and 
responsiveness of the system.  Therefore, from a scientific perspective, the small, inexpensive sensors can 
be comparably accurate with proper signal conditioning. 
 
If the size of the device is potentially irrelevant to the overall accuracy of the device, what comparisons 
can we draw?  The smaller design enforces a direct measurement of the exhaust gases and particles that 
does not happen with the current larger machines – the larger machines use dilutions, into which the 
incoming air mixes before analysis.  Hence, we can expect that the direct measurement is more volatile, 
noisier, and more sensitive to external conditions; meanwhile, the indirect measurement smooths out the 
data, tends to be less sensitive to exterior conditions and minor variations in the reading – but genuinely 
useful, if transitory, sharp variations in output will be attenuated.  (cf. parSYNC® versus DMM-3063 
output.) 
 
From a practical viewpoint, the more compact device permits greater flexibility in testing of multiple 
vehicles numerous times under real driving conditions which are very difficult with even the best large 
emissions testing devices (population statistics versus individual statistics).  The portable device is only 
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limited by the endurance of the user and the stability of its parts.  Its compact size allows even critical 
parts to be replaced comparatively at will, whether they were dirty, broken, or just misbehaving. 
 
Despite its size, parSYNC® also has sensors for the standard reaction products NO, NO2, CO2 and CO used 
by similar machines.  Our measurements have shown similar behavior to more complex and expensive 
devices under identical conditions.  (EEPS, Dekati, etc.) 
 
The inclusion of the opacity, scattering, and ionization sensors in parSYNC® requires a greater 
explanation.  There are no other iPEMS devices that track all of these measurements simultaneously.  
Thus, an obvious question to ask would be why parSYNC® has all three. 
 
One reason for their inclusion is that they have been used individually in comparable situations.  Note 
that although these functions are similar, each sensor reacts to different types of sizes of particles in 
identical situations.  Their inclusion in a multi-sensor view allows parSYNC® to perceive changes in the 
distribution of the sizes of the particles.  
 
This is important because, as documented in various papers, most PEMS devices compute particle 
number from particle mass by assuming that the particles are approximately uniform in size.  This would 
be correct if we could assume that the engine’s behavior is essentially uniform throughout its usage.  
However, the engines run in varying gears for various speeds under a variety of conditions and particulate 
filters.  As parSYNC® evolves, we will continue to add functionality to draw greater inferences on the 
distribution of particles sizes from their combined output using reference data from the literature and 
laboratory dynamometer studies. 
 
The parSYNC® device uses three different types of sensors to determine particle mass and particle 
number.  Each sensor is sensitive to different ranges of particle sizes and can measure the particle 
throughput in real-time.   
 
7.4.1 Opacity 
 
Opacity, also known as extinction, is governed by the Lambert-Beer law.  Measuring obstruction and 
diffusion, the greater the number of particles per unit volume and/or the greater the average size of the 
particles, the higher the opacity.  More precisely, 
 
Lambert-Beer opacity: O = 1 – exp (–n*a*q*l) 
n = number of particles per unit volume 
a = mean projected area (a.k.a. attenuation cross-section or effective cross-sectional area) 
q = particle extinction coefficient 
l = path length of beam through the sample (technically, the length of effluent path)  
 
The particle extinction coefficient varies versus wavelength and particle size.  These numbers have been 
determined experimentally at different wavelengths for different particles.  The standard wavelength of 
typical opacity sensors is in the green range, and parSYNC® follows suit by using gel filters.  Opacity is 
measured by the change in the current within the circuit that the opacity meter resides. 
 
There are known limitations with using green light, such as the cross-sensitivity to NO2.  However, merely 
changing the color will require other trade-offs; for example, red light is less sensitive to smaller particles 
and ultra-violet light is sensitive to methane. 
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The Lambert-Beer law applies over a wide range of concentrations and particles and thus is useful to get 
an overall picture of the particle mass flow.  Thus, opacity sensors have a high sensitivity to changes in 
this range.  However, opacity sensors are known to be less accurate when there is a lot of light scattering 
within the sample and when the particles are very small.  To counter these issues, parSYNC® has included 
a scattering sensor (sensitive to larger particles and when large amounts of scattering occur) plus an 
ionization sensor (sensitive to ultra-fine particles). 
 
7.4.2 Scattering 
 
A greater number of particles will result in a greater amount of scattering; different sized particles along 
with greater number of particles will affect the scattering profile, which in turn varies by angle. 
 
For non-absorbing particles, a long derivation gives the following complicated formula for scattering 
sensor’s response to the incoming light for Rayleigh scattering: 
 
I / I0 = (π4/ 8) * ((n2 – 1) / (n2 + 2))2 * (D6 / (r2 * λ4)) * (1 + cos2θ) 
n = index of refraction 
D = particle diameter 
r = distance of particle from light source 
λ = wavelength of incident light 
θ = scattering angle 
 
Experimental data show that for comparatively uniform particle geometry and particle mass, the mass 
concentration versus scattering is log-linear in the Rayleigh region.  Hence, the electronics within a 
scattering sensor can convert its readings to a usable output.  It is well-known that the scattering sensors 
are most sensitive with larger particles, as you might expect from the 6th power on the D factor in the 
above formula. 
 

 
 
For large particles, we are in the geometric scattering region. The equation is modelled with an 
inhomogeneous wave equation with dissipation, as in: 
 
https://omlc.org/software/mie/maetzlermie/Maetzler2002.pdf  
http://www.thermopedia.com/content/158/ 
https://cims.nyu.edu/~corona/hw/nlgonotes.pdf 
 
utt – Δu – r2u = f(x, t) 
 
with the appropriate initial and boundary conditions.  This has known closed-form fundamental solutions 
of the form 
 
ekx (A(x, t) cos(ωt) + C(x, t) sin (ωt)) 
 

https://omlc.org/software/mie/maetzlermie/Maetzler2002.pdf
http://www.thermopedia.com/content/158/
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where k is the spatial decay constant and ω is the frequency of the light source.  This equation applies for 
large particles in the geometric scattering region. 
 
(Note: Because of the dependencies on both angle and wavelength, varied incident angles and 
wavelengths can provide even more of a complete picture of the distribution.) 
 
To complete the picture for the particle size distribution, parSYNC® also incorporates an ionization sensor. 
 
7.4.3 Ionization 
 
Ionization sensors are far more sensitive to ultra-fine particulates than opacity and scattering sensors.  
Ionization sensors have been an important part of emission analyses (see diffusion charging sensors). 
 
If we assume that the particles in the air are of uniform size, then the diffusion motion of ions are shown 
to have a linear response to the particle surface area concentration detected in the sample.  If not, then 
an approximation typically is be made over the range of particle sizes; typically, the models and 
experimental data show that particles’ sizes would be in a log-normal distribution.  For ease of use, 
virtually all ionization sensors have compensators to make their response linearly proportional to the 
particle size. 
 
Specifically, the following system of equations govern the detector response: 
 

Define  ΔI = I1 – I0 
Where  I0 = original current in the detector 

And  I1 = measured current in the detector 
 

Define  x = ΔI / I0 
Where  ΔI and I0 are defined above 

 
Define  Nt = fv / (18.62 * rm

2) 
Where  Nt = total number of particles passing through the chamber 

And  rm = mean particle radius 
 

Then  y = x * (2 – x) / (1 – x) 
And  y = k * Nt * rm 

Where  y = detector response 
And  k = constant (determined empirically) 

 
 
When we plot the theoretical/mathematical responses of the three sensor types against particle diameter 
in one graph (re-scaled each response to illustrate them all on the same graph, we get relative sensitivities 
as shown in the next figure. 
 
Note: Wavelengths (and angles) of incident light used in the illustrated calculations match the 3DATX 
current sensors. 
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Note that each sensor type has a different peak sensitivity to particle size in identical situations. The 
Opacity sensor has a peak in the 0.8 micron diameter range (800nm) and Scattering sensor peaks in the 
3.5 micron diameter range. The parSYNC® can perceive changes in the distribution of the size of the 
particles by using this physical property.  These results have been quantified in the literature and in 
measured laboratory test. 

 
Evaluating the response of the parSYNC® sensors in a laboratory FTP-75 dynamometer test cycle yields 
measured response characteristics that closely follows the theoretical responsivity. For example, a 
specific test of a light-duty diesel vehicle (with DPF) yields data below utilizing a TSI EEPS-3090 as a 
laboratory spectrometer reference was completed. When characterizing the measured voltage 
response of the sensors to the ultra-fine particles, an illustrated log-linear graph below was determined 
from laboratory data measuring up to 520 nm diameter. 
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